
Broadsheet 27 
Welcome to Broadsheet 27 which features the work of  Agnes Treherne, along with a host of 
talented young poets. 
 
Agnes Treherne is an illustrator. Since studying Fine Art at the University of Edinburgh she 
has lived and painted in California, Oxfordshire, Lancashire and is now working in London. 
Agnes is currently illustrating three modern fairy tales that draw their inspiration from 
ancient Cumbrian landmarks. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Laura Potts is nineteen years old and lives in West Yorkshire. She has twice been named a 
Foyle Young Poet of the Year and Young Writer. In 2013 she became an Arts Council 
Northern Voices poet and Lieder Poet at the University of Leeds. Her poems have appeared 
in The Yorker, Now Then and The Looking Glass. Having recently studied at The University 
of Cape Town and worked at The Dylan Thomas Birthplace in Swansea, Laura is now 
currently the Editor for Creativity at The Yorker. She is to be the chosen young Broadsheet 
poet in the special T S Eliot issue of Agenda. 
 
Photographs 
 
Their eyes I remember globes glass  
in a camera, their past like an estuary light 
in the dark. Sparks from the stars  
are chiming here, chandeliers  
from streetlamps in the park 
mapping their own boulevard, 
the night hours long and in love, 
their life in their arms. Nightjars  
on the lid of the pool, still bright: 
the ghosts of a past 
where there is always a light. 
 
Away from then they are thirty years, 
motherwit a candle in her eyes. Here 
for the sleeper with his old wise light  
the sun kicks spangles, coins bright 
as the yesterday full in his smile. 
The past, meanwhile, 
a lukewarm light on their lips  
at the edge of their sleep, something lit 
by a childhood ballroom. I remember the moon, 
a candlesworth of film hung on its spool, 
when we sat in that park, the garden asleep,  
 
the stars that fizzed in the deep hot dark 
still holding their breath for you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Patri Wright, 35, is a writer and academic living and working in Manchester. After his PhD 
on the sublime at the University of Manchester, he has taught English and Art History at the 
University of Manchester, University of Salford, MMU and the Open University. He 
currently teaches ‘The Arts Past and Present’ and ‘Voices, Texts and Material Culture’ with 
the OU: humanities modules, which include Creative Writing. Thus far, he is author of two 
books and several academic articles.  
 
The End 
 
With the close of a hospice door, clunk of a saloon, tyres  
on gravel: an ending if ever there was one. Let us slalom  
round statues of Mary, grottos in grounds, funerary fetishes.  
 
Let it end with handed-over possessions, towels, slippers,  
photo off the wall (she never saw), smell of softened linens, 
folded neatly with inventory, for no-one especially. 
 
Ask for no heroes, villains, nick-of-time pliers on wires,  
no H-bomb to defuse on the horizon. Ask for nothing  
as the sun pops, extinguishes. Let it end as a balloon. 
 
Let the chauffeur pull unsmilingly through the driveway.  
Let the leaves fall sometimeish in September.  
Let unhappy accidents happen on dual carriageways. 
 
See father as a mannequin, us both as mannequins, feel  
the numbness of thumbs on a gear lever, steering wheel 
turn, sink in a blue lagoon, birds scatter from traffic islands.  
 
Let doctors be anything but miracle workers. Sack Christ,   
alienists. Insist the priest toddle off with his rosary beads, 
chuck out his wooden crosses, fuck off to the hypermarket.  
 
Pray only clouds on roads chaperone us. Stay on auto-pilot.  
Read of St Bede’s swiftness of sparrow down a dining hall. 
Let’s go art house, kino lounge a while: 
 
Let bus stops hang unseasonal icicles, Belisha beacons  
be lollipops if they want, the forget-me-nots freeze,  
apocalyptic winter, denouement leave all threads a tangle.  
 
Then fin, fade to dark. Stars drip to stalactites. 



 
 
 
Rosamund Taylor is 27 and from Dublin. In 2015 she was a runner-up for the Patrick 
Kavanagh Award, and shortlisted for the Montreal International Poetry Prize for the second 
time. She has been published in a number of magazines in the UK and Ireland, including 
Orbis, Magma and The Stony Thursday Book. She is working on a first poetry collection. 
 
 
Tardigrades 
 
Called water-bears, too small to see  
without magnification but are sturdy, short-limbed, 
 
plodding through moss or algae though  
they can survive the vacuum of space.  
 
Almost clear, like bubbles in glass 
they wander the slide under my microscope,   
 
the way they may once have crossed galaxies,  
travelling by meteorite or comet  
 
to our Earth. Little aliens. I cross galaxies  
with a microscope, water-bears imprinting  
 



on my retinas. Silent, they seem themselves a word,  
a reaching, a grey greeting I don't yet understand.  
 
 
DART Station  
 
It's almost too much – her red  
scarf, her smile when she sees me  
at the ticket-barrier. She kisses me  
in fluorescent light, her mouth  
salt and honey. The sudden brush  
 
of her lips like December sun,  
low in the sky and dazzling. Or sun  
through sea-spray, turning grey mist  
red and blue and yellow, a moment  
of rainbow, too much –  I brush  
 
her red scarf, its gold stars, with my lips.  
Her fingers cold in mine, like a salt-wind 
on Killiney beach, and as we slide 
from the station into a smoggy night 
I am light spinning over the sea.  
 

 
 
Full moon and Battersea Park 
 
 
 
 



 
Emma Newport (30) is a Teaching Fellow at the University of Sussex, having previously 
been a Research Fellow at King’s College London. She is interested in eighteenth-century 
attitudes to China and, more broadly, in women’s positions in a network of global exchanges 
of ideas and objects.  Emma is currently organising a conference at King’s College London, 
11th May 2017, on ‘Women, Money and Markets (1750-1850)’, from which a monograph 
will be published. 
 
Last Orders  
 
Penicillin and paracetamol,  
That antithetical song of age 
To youth's wasted cigarettes and alcohol. 
The tumult of bodies dissipated  
Into gentle murmurs of distant voices,  
Fragmented and half-heard.  
Soldier lines of medicated night 
Disbanded 
By Viking – Dogger – Fisher – 
And a soporific drift to the Faroes and South-east Iceland. 
A burst of patriotism precedes  
The strains of political Africa, 
A faint epigone of half-remembered jungle beats 
In South London. 
 

 
 
 



 
 
Wesley Clarke is 24 years old and lives within Winchester, where he is currently in his third 
year of his creative writing degree at the university of Winchester. These poems are a small 
selection from a collection being written for his dissertation and extended creative project.   
 
 
Surrounded by the North-Atlantic Ocean 
                     
                    I 
 
South-east London was a place  
I grew, with its concrete schools, houses and lives.  
At an age, you’d fear walking  
alone down any street.  
My parents uprooted, jumping  
in a grey 1993 Nissan Sunny.  
An hour-long journey on 
grey roads, a ferry over a tiny  
patch of the north Atlantic-ocean, we parked next to  
a building that eventually became a home.  
Here I could jump on buses alone, in coastal towns  
covered in seaweed.  
These places named Sandown and Cowes.  
The fear of your shoes  
being stolen, disappeared because the  
surrounding towns died after  
Jimi Hendrix headlined their festival. 
 
                     II  
 
Newport, Shanklin and Ventnor were towns  
left behind to erode like cliffs.  
The Isle of Wight council denied all  
planning permission, just to spite the  
angst-filled teenagers.  
Perfect post-card photo opportunities  
with its white cliffs, sandy beaches and piers.  
You grow and stop sending  
post-cards to your uncles and aunts.  
When Morrissey sang,  
‘This is the coastal town, 
that they forgot to close-down,  



Armageddon, come Armageddon!’  
I swear he sang beside me.  
 
                     III 
 
Our girlfriends would ask the farmers  
with crooked backs to buy us  
bottles of cider and cigarettes.  
Starting young and drinking  
down the secret Gurnard beach, with its  
blue and white tourist signs.  
Some never grew  
and some grew too much.  
An old science teacher said  
Don’t drink and swim  
 
                   IV 
 
The little rizla papers  
we swallowed whole, filled with  
things we knew nothing about.  
These things we did to cure our  
boredom, in these coastal towns.  
We believed the churches  
were on fire, made us confuse  
the grass with the sea, that somehow  
the trees were controlling the waves.  
These things paved the way for me.  
 
                 VI 
 
By the time we were  
all twenty, some of us had  
two children named after  
their parents, some were  
buying two bedroom flats  
above Poundland, some got  
crooked backs from farming  
with their fathers. Some ran  
to find concrete under their feet. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



David Hamson is 30 and lives in London. He has been writing for several years. 
 
 
 
Child  
It is the spaces between  
The things you do  
That fascinate. 
The elipses,  
The deliberate omission  
Of that context  
Which is so vital  
To the rest of us.  
 
But there seems  
An underlying sense to it 
All the same 
Some keener instinct  
Of what is really  
Need-to-know. 
 
I follow you, hoping to  
Learn the secrets, 
Watch you rush off  
In sudden seriousness 
And then back  
The next moment 
Swinging the day as casually 
As a bucket at the seaside.  
 
Observe your mind  
Working its wonders, 
Impressing all the handprints of  
The world into bright, tight  
Fairy light curls. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
George Ayres (born 1990) grew up in Guildford and now lives in London. He is currently 
working on a collection of short stories about diplomats in the Middle East; following an 
undergraduate degree in history and international relations (University of Exeter), and 
masters in human rights law (School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London).  
 
 
A Trip to Waterstones 
 
You are a book 
in which I want to write a story, 
depraved, depraved magical 
the spine is covered in dust and spit, 
I crack you open and run fingers 
over each smudged black line, 
the shop spins as a Catherine wheel 
muddying lights with eyelids 
and the cashier wants  
£8.89.  



 
 
 
Anti-Vegetarianism  
 
We watched Oresteia and at the decisive moment 
I was beyond the fear of dying, 
 
released of the void that has always sat somewhere  
in my cerebral cortex.  
 
Afterwards, I lurched across my shoots of pak-choi  
and devoured your last fried shrimp.  
 
Guilt did not touch me.  
 
I had forgotten the sublimity 
of being the one who is the herald of death.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Guilty Flowers 
 
The stem of a rose is snipped  
and disembodied, the head is placed on your bed.  
 
I ask it: how much suffering  
does it take to make just a handful of beauty? 
 
and it answers: endless suffering into infinity, 
the world has really seen nothing of it yet.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Adam Cornelius Tuffey, 28, is an over-smoked, underpaid archaeologist & classicist who 
flits between East-London and the deeps of the Essex Countryside. His work draws on, a love 
of classical Greek literature, grimy bars & Japanese culture. 
 
 
 
 
They, They all know that street.  
 
Fame breeds in the  
alleys 
 
where 
      the dovecot goes  
massacring itself    
against a brick wall. 
 
Feathers  
         falling 
like petals from a handkerchief-tree.  
where do the doves go 
cooing now?  
 



Quiet as a moccasin-step 
A viper, unfurls itself 
through the rude lily door 
and  
steals out  
the last  
of  
                  the olive-bearers. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sarah Lindon‘s poems have appeared in Magma, Poetry Wales, Scintilla, Seam, Stand and 
The Reader and in Tokens for the Foundlings ed. Tony Curtis (Seren, 2012). In 2012 she 
completed an MPhil in writing at what was then the University of Glamorgan. She is 34 and 
lives and works in London. She was a chosen Broadsheet poet in the ‘Homage to Geoffrey 
Hill’ issue of Agenda. 
 
Stop here 
 
where all stop, 
by the standing water, 
look down further 
through the brown weed  
scudding its murky stratus 
inside a leaden mirror. 
 
A midge haze blurs across - 
see how this too 
is a spot of time 
along with the cabbage-white’s tachycardia 
and the clearing blue 
bell of sky that day falls through. 
 
Each reed holds a moment 
in space, small eternities 
between neighbours, 
savoured shade suddenly 
broken by breeze, 
pushed out piece by piece 
 
over the pond’s open face 
and then restored 
to stillness and to the observations 
a pondskater picks out, 
delighting in tiny flaws 
its movement draws. 
 
Arrive and watch, below 
the algal drift, the clear 
dark of a prehistoric present, 
its underwater tendrils 
dabbing a mineral fear 
onto the tongue. 
 



Loop 
 
a white shirt drops its image onto lake 
I am reflecting again - making you conscious 
smell me          all my needles of sense   
 
giving and all my wallowing      my pooled self-love 
outhanding leaves lift and weigh air 
for strength for growth        sap-sapped leaves 
clatter     then the big flight of the helicopter 
 
what views              sky and water tiring each other 
pulling each other back and forth 
spined and barked-up and spiked and green-coined 
projection               the storm projection 
 
the hail-taking        the breakdown        the fall and jostle 
again for light : different speeds of quivering : 
tempo sculpted in wood’s solids      then the grass 
or antennae      liquid with feedback 
 
water    medium of feedback    plump in the guttural bird 
worrying in the stream     a stream dries up 
mud blunders and seizes        how many notes 
are missing now?                no more playing of scales 
the piano in the house will retune this element 
 
moss-push gives up and makes do dust 
crumbling and cleaning away its open-mouthed green 
 
no more images now - mix toward one colour 
proceed through the hygiene of dirt 
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